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Our Horizon is a federally-incorporated not-for-profit organization that
empowers people and communities across Canada to change the world.
We think globally and act municipally.

Our name is a rejection of the system that made BP ’s
offshore drilling rig the Deepwater Horizon a reality. This rig
drilled over 10 km deep in the Gulf of Mexico only to burst
and spill 4.9 million barrels of crude oil into our oceans in the
summer of 2010. We then intentionally dumped 4.5 million
litres of toxic dispersants into the waters to “clean” the oil.
Since then, fishermen have been finding shrimp without eyes
or eye sockets, crabs without claws, and fish with oozing sores.

This is not our horizon.
Unlike many not-for-profits, we do not blame BP. Our
position is that we each share in the responsibility for this
tragedy. It is the decisions that we each make on a daily basis
that shape our collective reality and make such a tragedy
possible. We do not condemn Shell, Exxon, or even Enbridge.
We are responsible.
It is only when we acknowledge our role in this unsustainable
system that we can begin to take meaningful steps to address
it. While it may be a little scary, it can also be empowering. It
is in realizing that we are the masters of our own fate that we
become empowered to create a much more desirable future.

This is how we create Our Horizon.
Our first campaign encourages municipalities to require
gasoline retailers to place warning labels on gas nozzles like
those on tobacco packages. It’s the simple sticker that has
the power to change the world.

Join us.
The panels in this document form part of our #16yearsleft
exhibit that is currently being shown in Toronto, Canada. The
exhibit explores our globally-unprecedented solution to stop
climate change and is designed to shake us out of our sense
of complacency on this pressing issue. To learn more about how
you can help change the world, please visit: ourhorizon.org

Contact					Connect
Robert Shirkey				ourhorizon.org
Executive Director				
Our Horizon
communications@ourhorizon.org
OurHorizonOrg

Only 16
years left?

2º

celsius
InternatIonal lImItatIon on
Increase In earth’s temperature

565

It’s a no-brainer.

gigatons

carbon emissions that will raise
earth’s temperature by 2ºc

We’ve been drilling and digging for fossil fuels that have
been locked under the earth for millions of years and
burning them up. All those greenhouse gas emissions have
to go somewhere.

31.6

Carbon Concentration in our Atmosphere

gigatons
2011 emissions
(3% increase from 2010)

=

180
300
to

16

392
ppm

ppm

years

based on current emissions
and growth rate, the time
remaining until the earth’s
temperature rises by 2ºc

Last
800,000
years

2,795

Today

gigatons

This is
unprecedented.
Ice core samples tell us that over the last 800,000 years,
the level of carbon dioxide (“CO2”) in our atmosphere has
ranged between 180 and 300 parts per million (“ppm”).
Today we have 392 ppm of CO2 in our atmosphere.
A recent study of ancient single-celled marine algae
concludes that we haven’t had CO2 levels this high in
over 15 million years.

We have
16 years left.
In 2009 at Copenhagen, Canada and the world agreed
to limit the earth’s temperature increase to 2 degrees
Celsius. Scientists estimate it will take about 565
Gigatons worth of emissions to reach this threshold. In
2011, we emitted 31.6 Gigatons – a 3% increase over the
year before. This gives us about 16 years until we hit this
upper limit.

Scorched Earth
Financial analysts have looked at the books of the
world’s fossil fuel companies to estimate the total
proven coal, oil, and gas reserves. These are the amounts
that companies intend to bring to market and have
already incorporated into their financials. If we burned all
these resources, we would emit 2,795 Gigatons of CO2 –
this is five times higher than the amount that will bring
us to the 2°C limit!

"The new data provide further evidence that
the door to a two-degree trajectory is about
to close. The trend is perfectly in line with a
temperature increase of six degrees.”
– Fatih Birol, chieF economist for the international energy agency

WHAT FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES INTEND TO BURN
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Burning
Fossil Fuels
“The health status of
millions of people is
projected to be affected through,
for example, increases in
malnutrition; increased deaths,
diseases and injury due to
extreme weather events.”
— UN INtergoverNmeNtal
PaNel on ClImate ChaNge

“The world is on the brink
of a food catastrophe
caused by the worst

US drought in 50
years.”

“There is high
confidence
that climate
change will
result in

extinction
of many
species and

reduction
in the
diversity of
ecosystems.”

“The Arctic will be
ice-free by 2015
or 2016... the final
collapse towards
that state is now
happening.”

— Dr. Peter WaDhams,
University of CambriDge

“There have been five

mass extinctions in the
distant geological past,
all of them caused by overly
high concentrations of
carbon dioxide in the earth’s
atmosphere.”

— UN INTergoverNmeNTal
PaNel on ClImaTe ChaNge

— ReuTeRs

“Mortality-related costs associated with traffic pollution
in Toronto are about $2.2 billion. A 30% reduction in
vehicle emissions in Toronto is projected to save 189
lives and result in 900 million dollars in health benefits.”

Over the course of a few generations and in the face
of repeated warnings, we have changed the basic
chemistry of our planet and endangered the survival
and well-being of innumerable species. It is the
greatest moral failure of our time.

— Chris Turner, The Leap

“There are 13.25 billion
litres of gasoline
extracted from our
earth every day. It’s a
finite resource; do we think
this will last forever? The
cheap, easy-to-get-at stuff
is gone. This is why the oil
sands are commercially
viable. This is why BP’s
Deepwater Horizon drilled
over 10 km deep in the Gulf
of Mexico and devastated its
ecosystems. And this is why
we now want to drill in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence.”
— Our HOrIzOn

“This is the moral challenge of our generation.”
— UN SecreTary GeNeral BaN Ki-mooN on climaTe chaNGe, 2007

— ToronTo Public HeAlTH
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a 5-cent sticker
Our prOpOsal:

The law.

Warning labels on
gas pump nozzles
like those on tobacco
packages.

Municipalities in Ontario have the legal authority
to require gasoline retailers to place warning
labels on gas pump nozzles. We already have a
legal opinion for Ontario and with your help we can
fund one like it for every province and territory
in Canada. Instead of lobbying an unresponsive
federal government for change, we’re going to
empower 4,000 municipalities.

It’s pro-market

NING

m
WAR
may har
l product
s.
for this fue
ecosystem
Demand
damage
wildlife and

Does the dead bird
covered in oil upset
you?
That’s the idea. Now imagine
you see a picture like this
every time you gas up your
vehicle. How soon would it
be before people demanded
more of governments and
industry? Facing our challenge
is a necessary first step to
meaningful action.

Required

by Municipali

ty of Coura

ge by-la

-058.
w 2013

We’re not prescribing anything; we just want to
supply the market with relevant information and
let the market do its thing.

The database.
We have a database that has every single
municipal councillor’s email in all of Canada.
Our website allows citizens to email a letter to
their representatives with the click of a button.
Facebook and Twitter will help spread the word.

It will go global
Passing this by-law will create a global precedent.
When it happens, it will make international
headlines. Historians will one day point to a
Canadian community and a few brave councillors
that forever changed the course of human history.

WARNING

WARNING

Demand for this fuel product may harm
wildlife and damage ecosystems.

Use of this fuel product contributes to
climate change which may put up to 30%
of species at a likely risk of extinction.

Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.
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A POWERFUL IDEA
Diffusion of Responsibility
As individuals, we each
contribute just a little bit to
climate change. Collectively, our
actions dangerously alter the
chemistry of our planet. There is
a diffusion of responsibility so we
fail to take action.

No feedback

The Shift

Many of the harms of climate change are
experienced far in the future. We get little
feedback today so there is no signal to
change our behaviour.

The label will change some behaviours but,
more importantly, they will create a shift in
the social environment to facilitate political
action on climate change.

The image on the label addresses this by
bringing far away consequences – like
famine, the extinction of species and
extreme weather – into the here and now.

The warning label
addresses this by
locating responsibility
right in the palm of
your hand.

“Toronto’s leaders have not persuaded the public of the
need for more spending on transit to break through
the region’s growing gridlock. Surveys... show people in
Toronto and Hamilton are opposed to paying new taxes
and fees to raise the billions needed to expand regional
transportation infrastructure.”

It works.

SHIFT

number of citizens

What might this
article say after
we implement gas
labels?

“Guilt is the emotional response to a self-perceived
shortfall with respect to one’s own standards of conduct,
and people who feel guilty feel a moral responsibility
to behave differently (Moser, 2007) or are motivated
to make amends... Moreover, it is possible that people
may not like messages that make them feel guilty, but
the messages may nonetheless be effective (Czopp,
Monteith, & Mark, 2006).”

IN POLITICAL WILL

DELUSIONAL

– PsyCholoGy & Global CliMate ChanGe,
aMeriCan PsyCholoGiCal assoCiation

AGAINST
REFORM

UNCERTAIN OF
REFORM

EAGER FOR
REFORM

READINESS FOR CHANGE

– THe Globe and Mail, 2012
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LEADERS

how many kids
per litre?

WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
anxiety and depression in children.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

= $0.0001?
per litre

Externalities
Politicians, economists, and
environmentalists talk about pricing
externalities all the time. But what does this
actually mean?
Pricing externalities means that if burning of
fossil fuels is going to result in the loss of a
species, we need to first establish the dollar
value of that loss, then take this figure and
spread it over all the fossil fuels we consume.
This way, the cost is incorporated into the
price of the product.
For example, as the climate in our north
changes, freezing rains are locking lichen
under sheets of ice. The caribou that
survive off this food source normally brush
snow aside to access it but, because of
our actions, it slowly starves; desperately
trying to stomp through ice to access food
that is visible but no longer as accessible.
Wiping out a subspecies of caribou may cost
you $0.0001 at the pump. This is our best
solution so far. We’re not making this up.

What is the value
of a human life?
But if we’re going to internalize costs, we
need to ask: what is the dollar value of a
human life? And how many people have to
die of climate change-induced famine to
raise the price of gasoline by one cent? Or
how many fractions of a penny at the pump
internalizes the reduction in quality of life for
a child who has lost hope for her future?
The idea of internalizing costs by way of
a carbon tax or cap-and-trade system is
premised on a particular world view that
says humans are rational, self-interested,
all-knowing wealth maximizers that respond
to price signals like automatons. But is that
what we are? Or are we complex, moral
beings?
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= $?????
per litre

The warning label
internalizes cost in
a qualitative way
The warning label captures and
communicates cost in a qualitative way. It
provides information to the marketplace
and engages our humanity in a way that a
10-cent price increase never could. A simple
sticker challenges much of our unspoken
economic assumptions and asks the
question: what it is to be human?

WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
drought and famine.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

What if a simple sticker can internalize
harms, better allocate capital, and
incentivize innovation?

ADAM SMITH
REVISITED*

adam smith
moral philosopher
and economist
1723 – 1790

* Take a seaT for This one.

We are all connected

The Invisible Hand

Adam Smith, revered by many as the founder of our
economic system, argued in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments that people are guided in their decisionmaking by an “impartial observer”, a sort of “man
within the breast”; something we might refer to more
commonly today as a conscience. He wrote that our
well-being is connected to the well-being of others:

While Smith first introduces the concept of the “invisible
hand” in Theory of Moral Sentiments, it is most known
from its appearance in his subsequent work, The Wealth
of Nations. But what is this “invisible hand” on which
rests so much of our economic doctrine? In viewing
Smith’s works as a whole, it becomes clear that the
“invisible hand” is our moral sense of right and wrong –
“the man within the breast” – that regulates the pursuit
of one’s own self-interest. As Adam Gopnik of The New
Yorker puts it: “one can’t grasp the idea of the invisible
hand without the balancing idea of the imaginary inner
witness – those moral judges are what let the invisible
hand act.”

"How selfish soever man may be supposed, there
are evidently some principles in his nature, which
interest him in the fortunes of others, and render
their happiness necessary to him, though he
derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of
seeing it.”
He concludes that this sense of empathy and
interconnectedness is universal:
"Of this kind is pity or compassion, the emotion we
feel for the misery of others, when we either see it,
or are made to conceive it in a very lively manner.
That we often derive sorrow from the sorrows of
others, is a matter of fact too obvious to require
any instances to prove it; for this sentiment, like
all the other original passions of human nature,
is by no means confined to the virtuous or the
humane, though they perhaps may feel it with the
most exquisite sensibility. The greatest ruffian, the
most hardened violator of the laws of society, is not
altogether without it.”

Reinvigorating the
Invisible Hand
Our proposal provides moral feedback in a way that
a 10-cent price increase never could. In doing so,
it reinvigorates the invisible hand in a way that is
authentic to what we are as human beings. As Smith
might put it, the label makes us “feel for the misery of
others, when we either see it, or are made to conceive it
in a very lively manner.” In practical terms, our idea has
the potential to move us from whining about increases
to the price of gas to demanding we stop endangering
the health of our planet.

Adam Smith wrote:
"by acting according to the dictates of our moral
faculties, we necessarily pursue the most effectual
means for promoting the happiness of mankind.”
So, in order for the economy to function as its founder
intended it, we must need feedback to engage our
moral faculties. Unfortunately, much of our economy
operates to disconnect us from the consequences
of our decisions. How then can we act “according to
the dictates of our moral faculties” to promote “the
happiness of mankind” when we are deprived of moral
information?
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"The reason that the invisible
hand often seems invisible is
that it is often not there.”
— JOSeph StIglItz, NObel prIze-wINNINg ecONOmISt

Cars: a failure
of imagination

"Road transportation in Ontario
was responsible for the greatest
increase in emissions of all Ontario
sectors between 1990 and 2008.”
– Ministry of the EnvironMEnt of ontario

Cars are incredibly inefficient.

80%
heat +
exhaust

20%
The internal combustion engine typically converts only
about 20% of the chemical energy stored in gasoline into
mechanical energy to power the wheels forward; much
of the rest is lost to heat and exhaust. Also, if the typical
vehicle weighs about 4,000 lbs and the person driving it
weighs 160 lbs, the thing that we actually want to move
represents only 4% of the total weight being moved.
Multiply these two percentages out and it means that
less than 1% of the gas that goes into your car is actually
used to move you from A to B!

1%

MECHANICAL
ENERGY

For every

$ 1.00
oF gas
we buy,

$.99
is wasted.
And every time we drive our cars,
99% of the pollution we emit is
pointless! We are destroying our
planet to move heaps of metal back
and forth for our entire lives.

160

Mobility is
about moving
people and
goods, not cars.
Cars have become synonymous
with mobility. We suffer a failure of
imagination. But this is changing.
The auto sector needs to ask itself, “Are
we in the business of slapping inefficient
engines onto wheels and covering them
with steel or are we in the business of
providing mobility solutions?” Ultimately,
the existing business model has no future.
The choice this sector faces is between
adaptation and irrelevance, between
market leadership and lining up for
another government handout.
And there are billions of dollars to be made
in this shift. Our idea can be a catalyst
behind a market transformation that
paves the way for a prosperous domestic
industry.

pounds

"Car ownership rates are down
among young people for the first
time since the 1950’s.”

amount of gas used to move you
from point a to point b

4000

– ToronTo STar, 2012

pounds
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Cars: a Century
of stagnation
Evolution of the auto industry

"A developed country is not a place
where the poor have cars. It’s where
the rich use public transportation.”
– Mayor of bogotá, coloMbia

Mobility: where should we
allocate resources?

what made it to market

1908
Ford Model T
$ 3,000
6–9 km/L

what did not
make it to market

1950
Oldsmobile
$ 21,000
9 km/L

2012
Cadillac Escalade
$70,000
6 km/L

2005
World’s most
efficient vehicle
5385 km/L

2012
Car built by high
school students
930 km/L

What would you do with two extra hours a day?
$ 46,000

$11,000

1/4

AverAge income

AnnuAl cost of
typicAl vehicle
(leAse pAyments,

WORKING LIFE SPENT
PAYING FOR YOUR CAR

insurAnce, gAs,
repAirs, pArking, etc.)

If you work 9 to 5, the first
two hours you spend sitting
at your desk are used to pay
for your trip to the office.
Imagine if you didn’t have
this expense? What would
you do with the gift of two
extra hours a day for the
rest of your life?
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Private solution

Public solution

% personal income spent on
mobility is high

% personal income spent on
mobility is low

Many vehicles, congestion high,
slow commute

Fewer vehicles, congestion low,
fast commute

Eyes on road, hands on wheel,
frustration

Eyes on book, hands on iPod,
relaxation

Garage to office and back again,
insular life

Interact, build community, social
cohesion

Environmental damage

Sustainability

An engine for every 1.2 people?
We move just 1.2 people per car on Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area roads during rush
hour. Why have 50 engines burning gasoline
when we only need one bus? Why not get to
work faster, cheaper, and save the planet all
at the same time?

JUST LIKE CIGARETTES
VS
Cool

STATUS
OF USERS

Cool

Obscene

INDUSTRY
PROFIT

Obscene

Massive

MARKETING
BUDGETS

Massive

Widespread
& addictive
Harmful
& delayed

USE
HEALTH
EFFECTS

Widespread
& addictive
Harmful
& delayed

Denial, lies
& obfuscation

INDUSTRY
RESPONSE

Denial, lies
& obfuscation

Substantial

POLITICAL
INFLUENCE

Substantial

First warning labels
in the world: USA, 1965

BOLD
LEADERSHIP

First warning labels
in the world: Canada, 2013

Declining

USE
THEREAFTER

Declining

Happier
& healthier

FORMER
USERS

Happier
& healthier

Hopeful

FUTURE

Hopeful

Warning labels work

Canadian leadership

Studies consistently show that “fear
inducing warnings (using strong ‘shocking’
images related to health risks) and strong
emotion inducing warnings (especially
involving children and unborn babies) are the
most effective way to educate consumers
on the health risks of tobacco use and to
achieve changes in attitudes and behaviour.”

Canada became the first country to require
pictorial tobacco warnings in 2001. Since
then, our innovation has spread all over the
world to save countless lives. How did we do
this? We didn’t go to endless international
conferences to point fingers at other
countries while doing nothing ourselves; we
decided to lead. Canada took a good hard
look at a pressing issue and acted boldly.
And we’re about to do it again.

– Tobacco labelling meTa-STudy
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CAN A FEW
COUNCILLORS MAKE
A DIFFERENCE?
On May 6, 1991, in St. Mary’s Parish Hall in the
town of Hudson, Quebec, three brave councillors
voted in the face of significant industry interests
to pass By-Law 270. In doing so, this town of
roughly 5,000 people and a budget of $1.7 million
became the first community in all of Canada to
pass a by-law restricting the use of cosmetic
pesticides. Today, approximately 80% of Canadians
now live under a law that can be traced back to
these three people.

WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
anxiety and depression in children.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

Make your own
warning label.
Are you worried about climate change?
Express yourself! Create your own label and
tweet it to you councillor.
Use the hashtag #16yearsleft and be sure
to direct your councillor to ourhorizon.org
for more information. We’d love to see your
creations. Tweet them to:
@ OurHorizonOrg

Are you a councillor?
Passing this warning label by-law will change the course of human history.
When historians look back at this watershed moment, how will you be
remembered? How will your children and grandchildren remember you?

"We do not inherit
the Earth from our
Ancestors. We borrow
it from our Children.”
- First NatioNs Proverb

Stand on guard for Earth.
This is a planetary emergency. We have only 16 years left. We
need something to shake us out of our sense of complacency
– and this is it. It’s no exaggeration to say that the people in
government today will determine the fate of our earth. The
entrenched interests at senior levels of government make it
virtually impossible to meaningfully address climate change
– so we’re counting on independent representatives from
communities across Canada to stand on guard for Earth.
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"Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can
change the world; indeed,
it's the only thing that
ever has.”
-Margaret Mead

Only 16
years left?

2º

celsius
InternatIonal lImItatIon on
Increase In earth’s temperature

565

It’s a no-brainer.

This is
unprecedented.

gigatons

Ice core samples tell us that over the last 800,000 years,
the level of carbon dioxide (“CO2”) in our atmosphere has
ranged between 180 and 300 parts per million (“ppm”).
Today we have 392 ppm of CO2 in our atmosphere.
A recent study of ancient single-celled marine algae
concludes that we haven’t had CO2 levels this high in
over 15 million years.

carbon emissions that will raise
earth’s temperature by 2ºc

We’ve been drilling and digging for fossil fuels that have
been locked under the earth for millions of years and
burning them up. All those greenhouse gas emissions have
to go somewhere.

We have
16 years left.

31.6

Carbon Concentration in our Atmosphere

In 2009 at Copenhagen, Canada and the world agreed
to limit the earth’s temperature increase to 2 degrees
Celsius. Scientists estimate it will take about 565
Gigatons worth of emissions to reach this threshold. In
2011, we emitted 31.6 Gigatons – a 3% increase over the
year before. This gives us about 16 years until we hit this
upper limit.

gigatons
2011 emissions
(3% increase from 2010)

=

180
300

392

Last
800,000
years

Today

to

Scorched Earth

16

ppm

ppm

Financial analysts have looked at the books of the
world’s fossil fuel companies to estimate the total
proven coal, oil, and gas reserves. These are the amounts
that companies intend to bring to market and have
already incorporated into their financials. If we burned all
these resources, we would emit 2,795 Gigatons of CO2 –
this is five times higher than the amount that will bring
us to the 2°C limit!

years

based on current emissions
and growth rate, the time
remaining until the earth’s
temperature rises by 2ºc

2,795

"The new data provide further evidence that
the door to a two-degree trajectory is about
to close. The trend is perfectly in line with a
temperature increase of six degrees.”

gigatons

– Fatih Birol, chieF economist for the international energy agency

WHAT FOSSIL FUEL COMPANIES INTEND TO BURN
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Cars: a failure
of imagination

"Road transportation in Ontario
was responsible for the greatest
increase in emissions of all Ontario
sectors between 1990 and 2008.”
– Ministry of the EnvironMEnt of ontario

Cars are incredibly inefficient.

80%
heat +
exhaust

20%
MECHANICAL
ENERGY

The internal combustion engine typically converts only
about 20% of the chemical energy stored in gasoline into
mechanical energy to power the wheels forward; much
of the rest is lost to heat and exhaust. Also, if the typical
vehicle weighs about 4,000 lbs and the person driving it
weighs 160 lbs, the thing that we actually want to move
represents only 4% of the total weight being moved.
Multiply these two percentages out and it means that
less than 1% of the gas that goes into your car is actually
used to move you from A to B!

Mobility is
about moving
people and
goods, not cars.

For every

$ 1.00
oF gas
we buy,

Cars have become synonymous
with mobility. We suffer a failure of
imagination. But this is changing.
The auto sector needs to ask itself, “Are
we in the business of slapping inefficient
engines onto wheels and covering them
with steel or are we in the business of
providing mobility solutions?” Ultimately,
the existing business model has no future.
The choice this sector faces is between
adaptation and irrelevance, between
market leadership and lining up for
another government handout.

$.99
is wasted.
And every time we drive our cars,
99% of the pollution we emit is
pointless! We are destroying our
planet to move heaps of metal back
and forth for our entire lives.

And there are billions of dollars to be made
in this shift. Our idea can be a catalyst
behind a market transformation that
paves the way for a prosperous domestic
industry.

160

1%

pounds

"Car ownership rates are down
among young people for the first
time since the 1950’s.”

amount of gas used to move you
from point a to point b

4000

– ToronTo STar, 2012

pounds
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Cars: a Century
of stagnation
Evolution of the auto industry

1908
Ford Model T
$ 3,000
6–9 km/L

Burning
Fossil Fuels
projected to be affected through,
for example, increases in
malnutrition; increased deaths,
diseases and injury due to
extreme weather events.”

finite resource; do we think
this will last forever? The
cheap, easy-to-get-at stuff
is gone. This is why the oil
sands are commercially
viable. This is why BP’s
Deepwater Horizon drilled
over 10 km deep in the Gulf
of Mexico and devastated its
ecosystems. And this is why
we now want to drill in the
Gulf of St. Lawrence.”

— Dr. Peter WaDhams,
University of CambriDge

“There have been five

mass extinctions in the
distant geological past,
all of them caused by overly
high concentrations of
carbon dioxide in the earth’s
atmosphere.”

— UN INTergoverNmeNTal
PaNel on ClImaTe ChaNge

US drought in 50
years.”

“There are 13.25 billion
litres of gasoline
extracted from our
earth every day. It’s a

collapse towards
that state is now
happening.”

extinction
of many

species and
reduction
in the
diversity of
ecosystems.”

— UN INtergoverNmeNtal
PaNel on ClImate ChaNge

Over the course of a few generations and in the face
of repeated warnings, we have changed the basic
chemistry of our planet and endangered the survival
and well-being of innumerable species. It is the
greatest moral failure of our time.

“The Arctic will be
ice-free by 2015
or 2016... the final

“There is high
confidence
that climate
change will
result in

“The health status of
millions of people is

— ReuTeRs

— Chris Turner, The Leap

“Mortality-related costs associated with traffic pollution
in Toronto are about $2.2 billion. A 30% reduction in
vehicle emissions in Toronto is projected to save 189
lives and result in 900 million dollars in health benefits.”

— Our HOrIzOn

“This is the moral challenge of our generation.”
— UN SecreTary GeNeral BaN Ki-mooN on climaTe chaNGe, 2007

— ToronTo Public HeAlTH

1950
Oldsmobile
$ 21,000
9 km/L

2012
Cadillac Escalade
$ 70,000
6 km/L

– Mayor of bogotá, coloMbia

Private solution

Public solution

% personal income spent on
mobility is high

% personal income spent on
mobility is low

Many vehicles, congestion high,
slow commute

$ 46,000
AverAge income

2005
World’s most
efficient vehicle
5385 km/L

2012
Car built by high
school students
930 km/L

$11,000

1/4

AnnuAl cost of

WORKING LIFE SPENT
PAYING FOR YOUR CAR

typicAl vehicle
(leAse pAyments,
insurAnce, gAs,
repAirs, pArking, etc.)

Fewer vehicles, congestion low,
fast commute

Eyes on road, hands on wheel,
frustration

Eyes on book, hands on iPod,
relaxation

Garage to office and back again,
insular life

Interact, build community, social
cohesion

Environmental damage

Sustainability

An engine for every 1.2 people?

If you work 9 to 5, the first
two hours you spend sitting
at your desk are used to pay
for your trip to the office.
Imagine if you didn’t have
this expense? What would
you do with the gift of two
extra hours a day for the
rest of your life?

We move just 1.2 people per car on Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area roads during rush
hour. Why have 50 engines burning gasoline
when we only need one bus? Why not get to
work faster, cheaper, and save the planet all
at the same time?
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• "Model T Facts.” Ford Motor Company. Online: http://media.ford.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=858

• Bill McKibben. "Global Warming's Terrifying New Math”. Rolling Stone. 19 July 2012. Online:
http://www.rollingstone.com/politics/news/global-warmings-terrifying-new-math-20120719?page=2

“The world is on the brink
of a food catastrophe
caused by the worst

"A developed country is not a place
where the poor have cars. It’s where
the rich use public transportation.”

Mobility: where should we
allocate resources?

what made it to market

what did not
make it to market

What would you do with two extra hours a day?

• Phil Arendt. "1950 Olds Gives M.p.g. Surprise.” Chicago Tribune. March 10, 1991. Online:
http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1991-03-10/travel/9101220403_1_tire-motor-oil-mileage
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• "Fuel Economy of 2013 Cadillac Escalade.” US Department of Energy’s Office of Efficiency and Renewable Energy/US
Environmental Protection Agency. Online: http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/bymodel/2013_Cadillac_Escalade.shtml

IPCC, 2007. "Climate Change 2007: Synthesis Report. Contribution of Working Groups I, II and III to the Fourth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.” IPCC, Geneva, Switzerland Online:
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/syr/en/contents.html

• "Shell Eco-Marathon On-track Awards.” Shell Global. April, 2012. Online:
http://www.shell.com/global/environment-society/ecomarathon/results/2012/americas/on-track-awards.html

• Alison Fairbrother. "Science Says: No Ice in the North Pole by 2016.” Take Part. 20 September 2012. Online:
http://www.takepart.com/article/2012/09/20/ice-free-north-pole-just-few-years-leading-scientist-says

• "PAC-Car II Gets 12,000 Miles Per Gallon.” Yahoo! Voice. July 2, 2010. Online:
http://voices.yahoo.com/pac-car-ii-gets-12000-miles-per-gallon-6281442.html?cat=15

• Robert Kennedy. "Food riots predicted over US crop failure.” Al Jazeera/Reuters. 21 August 2012. Online:
http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/08/20128218556871733.html

• Peter Harris. "How much money are we earning? The average Canadian wages right now.” Workopolis. 6 February 2012.
Online: http://www.workopolis.com/content/advice/article/1821-how-much-money-are-we-earning-the-averagecanadian-wages-right-now

• Chris Turner. The Leap: How to Survive and Thrive in the Sustainable Economy. Random House Canada, 2011.

• Jeremy Cato. "The Real Cost of Car Ownership.” The Globe and Mail. 2 September 2010. Online:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-drive/new-cars/auto-news/the-real-cost-of-car-ownership/article1378882

• "Deepwater Horizon Drills World's Deepest Oil & Gas Well” Transocean Inc. Online:
http://www.deepwater.com/fw/main/IDeepwater-Horizon-i-Drills-Worlds-Deepest-Oil-and-Gas-Well-419C151.html
a 5-cent sticker
Our prOpOsal:

The law.
Municipalities in Ontario have the legal authority
to require gasoline retailers to place warning
labels on gas pump nozzles. We already have a
legal opinion for Ontario and with your help we can
fund one like it for every province and territory
in Canada. Instead of lobbying an unresponsive
federal government for change, we’re going to
empower 4,000 municipalities.

Warning labels on
gas pump nozzles
like those on tobacco
packages.

It’s pro-market

WARNING may harm
product
for this fuel ecosystems.
Demand
damage
wildlife and

Does the dead bird
covered in oil upset
you?

Required

by Municipality

of Courage

by-law 2013-058.

We’re not prescribing anything; we just want to
supply the market with relevant information and
let the market do its thing.

The database.

That’s the idea. Now imagine
you see a picture like this
every time you gas up your
vehicle. How soon would it
be before people demanded
more of governments and
industry? Facing our challenge
is a necessary first step to
meaningful action.

We have a database that has every single
municipal councillor’s email in all of Canada.
Our website allows citizens to email a letter to
their representatives with the click of a button.
Facebook and Twitter will help spread the word.

It will go global
Passing this by-law will create a global precedent.
When it happens, it will make international
headlines. Historians will one day point to a
Canadian community and a few brave councillors
that forever changed the course of human history.

WARNING

WARNING

Demand for this fuel product may harm
wildlife and damage ecosystems.

Use of this fuel product contributes to
climate change which may put up to 30%
of species at a likely risk of extinction.

Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

• "The Big Move: Transforming Transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area,” Metrolink. November 2008. Online:
http://www.metrolinx.com/thebigmove/Docs/big_move/TheBigMove_020109.pdf
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JUST LIKE CIGARETTES

• Legal Opinion. Shirkey Law Office, 01 January 2013. http://ourhorizon.org [Note: This opinion will be released at a media
event on January 31, 2013. Please see the legal opinion relevant for your jurisdiction. Some may still be pending. It is
recommended that municipal councils seek independent legal advice to consider the by-law in the context of their own
community before taking any action to pursue the matter.]
A POWERFUL IDEA
Diffusion of Responsibility

No feedback
As individuals, we each
contribute just a little bit to
climate change. Collectively, our
actions dangerously alter the
chemistry of our planet. There is
a diffusion of responsibility so we
fail to take action.

The Shift

Many of the harms of climate change are
experienced far in the future. We get little
feedback today so there is no signal to
change our behaviour.

The label will change some behaviours but,
more importantly, they will create a shift in
the social environment to facilitate political
action on climate change.

The image on the label addresses this by
bringing far away consequences – like
famine, the extinction of species and
extreme weather – into the here and now.

The warning label
addresses this by
locating responsibility
right in the palm of
your hand.

It works.
“Guilt is the emotional response to a self-perceived
shortfall with respect to one’s own standards of conduct,
and people who feel guilty feel a moral responsibility
to behave differently (Moser, 2007) or are motivated
to make amends... Moreover, it is possible that people
may not like messages that make them feel guilty, but
the messages may nonetheless be effective (Czopp,
Monteith, & Mark, 2006).”

SHIFT

number of citizens

What might this
article say after
we implement gas
labels?
“Toronto’s leaders have not persuaded the public of the
need for more spending on transit to break through
the region’s growing gridlock. Surveys... show people in
Toronto and Hamilton are opposed to paying new taxes
and fees to raise the billions needed to expand regional
transportation infrastructure.”

IN POLITICAL WILL

DELUSIONAL

– PsyCholoGy & Global CliMate ChanGe,
aMeriCan PsyCholoGiCal assoCiation

AGAINST
REFORM

UNCERTAIN OF
REFORM

EAGER FOR
REFORM

LEADERS

READINESS FOR CHANGE

– THe Globe and Mail, 2012

VS

Massive

WARNING

Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

= $0.0001?

= $?????

per litre

Externalities
Politicians, economists, and
environmentalists talk about pricing
externalities all the time. But what does this
actually mean?
Pricing externalities means that if burning of
fossil fuels is going to result in the loss of a
species, we need to first establish the dollar
value of that loss, then take this figure and
spread it over all the fossil fuels we consume.
This way, the cost is incorporated into the
price of the product.
For example, as the climate in our north
changes, freezing rains are locking lichen
under sheets of ice. The caribou that
survive off this food source normally brush
snow aside to access it but, because of
our actions, it slowly starves; desperately
trying to stomp through ice to access food
that is visible but no longer as accessible.
Wiping out a subspecies of caribou may cost
you $0.0001 at the pump. This is our best
solution so far. We’re not making this up.

What is the value
of a human life?
But if we’re going to internalize costs, we
need to ask: what is the dollar value of a
human life? And how many people have to
die of climate change-induced famine to
raise the price of gasoline by one cent? Or
how many fractions of a penny at the pump
internalizes the reduction in quality of life for
a child who has lost hope for her future?
The idea of internalizing costs by way of
a carbon tax or cap-and-trade system is
premised on a particular world view that
says humans are rational, self-interested,
all-knowing wealth maximizers that respond
to price signals like automatons. But is that
what we are? Or are we complex, moral
beings?

per litre

The warning label
internalizes cost in
a qualitative way
The warning label captures and
communicates cost in a qualitative way. It
provides information to the marketplace
and engages our humanity in a way that a
10-cent price increase never could. A simple
sticker challenges much of our unspoken
economic assumptions and asks the
question: what it is to be human?

WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
drought and famine.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

What if a simple sticker can internalize
harms, better allocate capital, and
incentivize innovation?

ADAM SMITH
REVISITED*

adam smith
moral philosopher
and economist
1723 – 1790

*
Take a seaT for This one.

The Invisible Hand

Adam Smith, revered by many as the founder of our
economic system, argued in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments that people are guided in their decisionmaking by an “impartial observer”, a sort of “man
within the breast”; something we might refer to more
commonly today as a conscience. He wrote that our
well-being is connected to the well-being of others:

While Smith first introduces the concept of the “invisible
hand” in Theory of Moral Sentiments, it is most known
from its appearance in his subsequent work, The Wealth
of Nations. But what is this “invisible hand” on which
rests so much of our economic doctrine? In viewing
Smith’s works as a whole, it becomes clear that the
“invisible hand” is our moral sense of right and wrong –
“the man within the breast” – that regulates the pursuit
of one’s own self-interest. As Adam Gopnik of The New
Yorker puts it: “one can’t grasp the idea of the invisible
hand without the balancing idea of the imaginary inner
witness – those moral judges are what let the invisible
hand act.”

"How selfish soever man may be supposed, there
are evidently some principles in his nature, which
interest him in the fortunes of others, and render
their happiness necessary to him, though he
derives nothing from it, except the pleasure of
seeing it.”
He concludes that this sense of empathy and
interconnectedness is universal:
"Of this kind is pity or compassion, the emotion we
feel for the misery of others, when we either see it,
or are made to conceive it in a very lively manner.
That we often derive sorrow from the sorrows of
others, is a matter of fact too obvious to require
any instances to prove it; for this sentiment, like
all the other original passions of human nature,
is by no means confined to the virtuous or the
humane, though they perhaps may feel it with the
most exquisite sensibility. The greatest ruffian, the
most hardened violator of the laws of society, is not
altogether without it.”

Reinvigorating the
Invisible Hand
Our proposal provides moral feedback in a way that
a 10-cent price increase never could. In doing so,
it reinvigorates the invisible hand in a way that is
authentic to what we are as human beings. As Smith
might put it, the label makes us “feel for the misery of
others, when we either see it, or are made to conceive it
in a very lively manner.” In practical terms, our idea has
the potential to move us from whining about increases
to the price of gas to demanding we stop endangering
the health of our planet.

Adam Smith wrote:
"by acting according to the dictates of our moral
faculties, we necessarily pursue the most effectual
means for promoting the happiness of mankind.”
So, in order for the economy to function as its founder
intended it, we must need feedback to engage our
moral faculties. Unfortunately, much of our economy
operates to disconnect us from the consequences
of our decisions. How then can we act “according to
the dictates of our moral faculties” to promote “the
happiness of mankind” when we are deprived of moral
information?

"The reason that the invisible
hand often seems invisible is
that it is often not there.”
— JOSeph StIglItz, NObel prIze-wINNINg ecONOmISt

USE
THEREAFTER

Cool

Obscene

Massive
Widespread
& addictive
Harmful
& delayed
Denial, lies
& obfuscation
Substantial
First warning labels
in the world: Canada, 2013
Declining

FORMER
USERS

Happier
& healthier

Hopeful

FUTURE

Hopeful

Warning labels work

Canadian leadership

Studies consistently show that “fear
inducing warnings (using strong ‘shocking’
images related to health risks) and strong
emotion inducing warnings (especially
involving children and unborn babies) are the
most effective way to educate consumers
on the health risks of tobacco use and to
achieve changes in attitudes and behaviour.”

Canada became the first country to require
pictorial tobacco warnings in 2001. Since
then, our innovation has spread all over the
world to save countless lives. How did we do
this? We didn’t go to endless international
conferences to point fingers at other
countries while doing nothing ourselves; we
decided to lead. Canada took a good hard
look at a pressing issue and acted boldly.
And we’re about to do it again.

– Tobacco labelling meTa-STudy
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• Sambrook Research International. "A review of the science base to support the development of health warnings for
tobacco packages.” Sambrook Research International, Newport, England. 2009. Page 1. Online:
http://ec.europa.eu/health/tobacco/docs/warnings_report_en.pdf
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• "Tobacco packages must display pictorial warnings.” World Health Organization. June 2, 2009. Online:
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/multimedia/podcasts/2009/tobacco_warning_20090602/en/index.html
CAN A FEW
COUNCILLORS MAKE
A DIFFERENCE?
On May 6, 1991, in St. Mary’s Parish Hall in the
town of Hudson, Quebec, three brave councillors
voted in the face of significant industry interests
to pass By-Law 270. In doing so, this town of
roughly 5,000 people and a budget of $1.7 million
became the first community in all of Canada to
pass a by-law restricting the use of cosmetic
pesticides. Today, approximately 80% of Canadians
now live under a law that can be traced back to
these three people.

WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
anxiety and depression in children.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

Make your own
warning label.
Are you worried about climate change?
Express yourself! Create your own label and
tweet it to you councillor.
Use the hashtag #16yearsleft and be sure
to direct your councillor to ourhorizon.org
for more information. We’d love to see your
creations. Tweet them to:
@OurHorizonOrg

Are you a councillor?
Passing this warning label by-law will change the course of human history.
When historians look back at this watershed moment, how will you be
remembered? How will your children and grandchildren remember you?

"We do not inherit
the Earth from our
Ancestors. We borrow
it from our Children.”
- First NatioNs Proverb

Stand on guard for Earth.
This is a planetary emergency. We have only 16 years left. We
need something to shake us out of our sense of complacency
– and this is it. It’s no exaggeration to say that the people in
government today will determine the fate of our earth. The
entrenched interests at senior levels of government make it
virtually impossible to meaningfully address climate change
– so we’re counting on independent representatives from
communities across Canada to stand on guard for Earth.

"Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can
change the world; indeed,
it's the only thing that
ever has.”
-Margaret Mead
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• "By-Law No. 270 – Concerning Pesticides.” Adopted by Hudson, Quebec on May 6, 1991. Online:
http://www.ville.hudson.qc.ca/urban/R%E8glements/Anglais/PesticidesOperational.pdf
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• Brett Flyndale and Paul Tukey. A Chemical Reaction: The story of a true green revolution [documentary]. Produced by The
Safelawns Foundation and PFZMedia LLC, 2009.

• "Mighty caribou herds dwindle, warming blamed: Climate change has changed feeding grounds, encouraged pests"
Associated Press. 04 October 2009. Online: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33164564/ns/us_news-environment/t/
mighty-caribou-herds-dwindle-warming-blamed/#.UPZ-2Wdif7t
We are all connected

USE
HEALTH
EFFECTS
INDUSTRY
RESPONSE
POLITICAL
INFLUENCE
BOLD
LEADERSHIP

Declining
Happier
& healthier

• "Selected Actions of the U.S. Government Regarding the Regulation of Tobacco Sales, Marketing, and Use.” Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. Online: http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/data_statistics/by_topic/policy/legislation/index.htm

• American Psychological Association. Task Force on the Interface Between Psychology and Global Climate Change.
"Psychology and Global Climate Change: addressing a multifaceted phenomenon and set of challenges.” Washington D.C.
UNT Digital Library. Online: http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc28583
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
anxiety and depression in children.

INDUSTRY
PROFIT
MARKETING
BUDGETS

Harmful
& delayed

Substantial

• John Lorinc. "Residents remain skeptical on Metrolinx funding.” The Globe and Mail. 24 October 2012. Online:
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/residents-remain-skeptical-on-metrolinx-funding/article4633703

how many kids
per litre?

STATUS
OF USERS

Cool

Obscene

Widespread
& addictive

Denial, lies
& obfuscation

First warning labels
in the world: USA, 1965

•
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WARNING
Use of this fuel product contributes
to climate change which may cause
drought and famine.
Required by Municipality of Courage by-law 2013-058.

Label

• Photo: Andy Hall/Oxfam. "A family gathers sticks and branches for firewood". Oxfam East Africa. 25 July 2011. Online:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Oxfam_East_Africa_-_A_family_gathers_sticks_and_branches_for_firewood.jpg

• Adam Smith. Theory of Moral Sentiments, A. Millar, London, 1759.
• Adam Smith. The Wealth of Nations, Methuen & Co., Ltd., London, 1776.
• Adam Gopnik, "Market Man: What did Adam Smith really believe?” The New Yorker. October 18, 2010. Online:
http://www.newyorker.com/arts/critics/books/2010/10/18/101018crbo_books_gopnik
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